The Pickering & Chatto Edition of the Works of Daniel Defoe is the most comprehensive collection ever attempted of the writings of this extraordinary man. Grouped under five thematic headings, plus his 1704-1712 Review, it aims, in 63 volumes, to give as extensive a representation as possible of Defoe’s work in all the literary genres to which he contributed. Although Defoe is now mainly considered a novelist—the author of such famous works as Robinson Crusoe and “Moll Flanders”—this is not how he was regarded by his contemporaries. His reputation in his lifetime was as a poet, a journalist, and a polemical writer on political, economic and social affairs. The quantity and range of his writings is unparalleled in English Literature, and few (if any) writers have made such an impact in so many different literary genres.

The Pickering & Chatto Works of Daniel Defoe makes these texts available for first time in well-edited, scholarly form. Each volume includes an individual introduction and full explanatory and textual notes.

InteLex Corporation’s Past Masters series encompasses the largest collection of full-text electronic editions in philosophy in the world. The series includes significant collections in political thought and theory, religion, German studies, sociology, economics, and classics. InteLex acquires and develops definitive editions of the full corpora of the seminal figures in the history of the human sciences, including published and unpublished works, essays, reviews, and correspondence. Twenty years ago, the Past Masters series opened a new and exciting chapter in the history of scholarly research, and is now being utilized at over 200 research libraries in North America and Europe, and at over 1300 institutions in 46 countries worldwide.


Pickering & Chatto has finally made Defoe’s works easily available, and the benefits are already discernible in the increase in excellent criticism on texts previously available primarily on microfilm.

—Paula R. Backscheider
Eighteenth-Century Studies

... the work that scholars have long awaited ... [Furbank and Owens] have surely given us a new foundation for any discussion of the canon (and therefore of Defoe’s life too). Now we can start arguing.

—John Mullan
The Times Literary Supplement

This edition of Defoe’s works is now the standard, and libraries should own at least this set of novels if not the entire series. Highly recommended.

—A. T. Vaver
CHOICE

Published on schedule in only eight years in a handsome and eminently readable format, the Works of Daniel Defoe will both advance Defoe studies and enlarge our understanding of the period. They are a fine tribute to the scholarly acumen and determination of the General Editors, W. R. Owens and P. N. Furbank.... We are all very much in their debt.

—David Blewett
The Scriblerian

Winner of CHOICE Magazine’s Outstanding Academic Titles 2008 award